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Background Information 

The composer has provided a Program Note about this work for his publisher Boosey and Hawkes.  Read it now to 

learn about the composer’s aims in this work.  He also describes the different sections and their musical characteristics 

here.  

Brett Dean frequently uses extended techniques for the flute in Demons.  Extended techniques for voices and  

instruments have been used by many 20th-century and 21st-century composers.  They are also used by rock bands, and 

performers in many different musical styles. When a composer of performer wants to create unusual sounds, effects 

or tone colours with their instrument or voice, they can explore different techniques for producing sound. For  

example, flute players and composers discovered that exciting sounds could be created when they sing and play at the 

same time, and when they roll their tongue while playing (this technique is called flutter tonguing).  

You can see both these extended techniques in this exuberant flute solo by flute player Ian Anderson at a performance 

by rock band Jethro Tull in 1978 here.  

Other extended techniques for flute include multiphonics, microtones, and pitch-bending. In Brett Dean’s Demons, 

these extended techniques occur side-by-side with traditional/standard flute playing techniques, providing a rich  

variety of tone colours, dynamics, and articulation.  

If you are not familiar with traditional flute playing techniques, you might like to listen to Syrinx by Claude Debussy 

played by Emanuel Pahud here or Flute Sonata (Third Movement) by Francis Poulenc played by James Galway here.  
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Suggested Listening Activities for VCE Music Style and Composition 

Divide into pairs or small groups. Allocate different sections of the work to each pair (around one or two 

minutes of music to each). 

Focusing on just that one section, jot down the points at which you hear “standard” flute playing techniques, 

and when you think we are hearing extended techniques.  

https://www.australianmusiccentre.com.au/artist/dean-brett
http://www.facebook.com/arcadiawinds/
https://www.boosey.com/cr/music/Brett-Dean-Demons/46817
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zic2jFZ745w
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YEyKM13yf_4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y5tkSGApj1Y


Suggested Listening Activities for VCE Music Style and Composition 

Choose words to describe the tone colours and articulation of the extended techniques such as: breathy,  

rasping, mysterious, aggressive, percussive attack, guttural, intense.  

Demons continued... 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Further Explorations 

Flutes are often chosen by composers in response to words such as “heaven” and “angels”. This piece is called  

Demons, which is a totally different zone. How does the composer use music elements and extended techniques to 

evoke this word? 

If you have any flute players or flute teachers in your school or your class, ask them to give you a demonstration of 

“standard” flute playing techniques, and extended techniques.  

For flute players: in Demons, you might notice alternate fingerings, and other techniques that are unfamiliar. Talk 

about them with your flute teacher. 

There are many online tutorials demonstrating extended flute techniques. You can see Bevani demonstrating flutter 

tonguing, beat-boxing, singing and playing here.  

 

Create a “map” of each section, incorporating this information, using colour-coding to indicate 

different techniques, and areas where “standard” flute playing occurs. Compare notes with other 

pairs of students about their findings in different sections. 

This listening resource has been developed by; 

Jeannie Marsh – Music Teacher, Singer, Community Arts Leader 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VKeNFMF-vrw

